We invite you to join us for a ground-breaking in-person 3-day event.

The 6th International FemmeQ Summit
in the beautiful Château de Pourtalès, Strasbourg, France.

From evening October 24th – 27th 2023

Others, like yourself, will be catalysing global transformation and shaping our future.

The workshops, plenary sessions, forums, and experiences will be led by those who are already living the new story of a world where feminine principles are embodied. These women and men are courageously taking their place at decision making tables, active as change agents cross diverse sectors, leading the way by applying feminine intelligence. All are igniting powerful change in communities and organisations, transforming the systems that govern our lives.

If you recognise this need, and wish to be part of this radical paradigm shift, the FemmeQ summit is for you!

Together we will...

• Discover what feminine intelligence uniquely brings to leadership; key to the shift in consciousness needed at this time.
• Be nourished and rejuvenated; strengthened and resilient to go forward.
• Cross-pollinate learning and resources with people from diverse backgrounds across three critical sectors: peacebuilding, ecology/climate change and right livelihood.
• Co-create the way forward through radical collaboration to build regenerative, inclusive, and socially just systems.

Details about the Summit can be found HERE on the FemmeQ website

To take advantage of the early bird offer, available until 31st July Register HERE now

Please reach out to Aline if you have any questions: alinecfemmeq@gmail.com